[The significance of "normal tissue" in the development of breast cancer: new concepts of early carcinogenesis].
Only little information on the primary molecularbiological events involved in early breast is available. In particular, the definition of postulated precursor lesions of invasive breast cancer, such as ductal hyperplasia or ductal carcinoma in situ, is under an intense, controversial discussion in terms of pathogenesis and tumor biology. The most recent research on biological regulation mechanisms and genetic alterations in morphologically normally appearing breast tissue give rise for a reinterpretation for the most common progression models of breast cancer. The detection of genetic alterations within normal breast tissue in particular challenges the commonly postulated relationship between invasive and in situ breast carcinomas on the one hand, and benign, proliferative breast lesions on the other. The concerns about these relationship are further supported by the description of different cellular compartments within the normal female breast, including a "progenitor cell compartment" with different cytokeratin expression patterns, which can be transferred towards well known or suspected precursor lesions of invasive and in situ breast cancer. The aim of this manuscript is to provide an overview of the most recent results and developments in breast pathology, and to describe the consequences of our changing understanding of breast carcinogenesis.